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 Oxidative-reductive properties
 Velocity
 Solutions, electrolytes



Atomic 
structure





History of the atom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
He sugetsts that all matter is made up of tiny spheres that are able to bounce around with perfect elasticity and calls them atoms.



History of the atom







 Electrons orbit the nucleus like planets orbit the sun
 Electrons fills the orbits closest to the nucleus
 Each orbit can hold a specific maximum number of

electrons

Bohr’s model

1885 –1962



What particles are atoms 
made of?

For some time, people thought that atoms were the smallest
particles and could not be broken into anything smaller.

proton neutron electron

Scientists now know that atoms are actually made from even smaller
particles. There are three types:

How are these particles arranged inside the atom?



Protons, neutrons and electrons are not evenly distributed in an atom.

The electrons are spread out
around the edge of the atom.
They orbit the nucleus in
layers called shells.

The protons and neutrons 
exist in a dense core at the 
centre of the atom. This is 
called the nucleus.

What particles are atoms 
made of?



Every atom is composed of a nucleus and one or more electrons
bound to the nucleus. The nucleus is made of one or more protons and
typically a similar number of neutrons. Protons and neutrons are called
nucleons. More than 99.94% of an atom's mass is in the nucleus. The
protons have a positive electric charge, the electrons have a negative
electric charge, and the neutrons have no electric charge. If the
number of protons and electrons are equal, that atom is electrically
neutral. If an atom has more or fewer electrons than protons, then it
has an overall negative or positive charge, respectively, and it is called
an ion.

These particles have the following properties:

Particle Charge Mass (g) Mass (amu)

Proton +1 1.6727 x 10-24 g 1.007316

Neutron 0 1.6750 x 10-24 g 1.008701

Electron -1 9.110 x 10-28 g 0.000549



ATOMIC NUCLEOUS
The atomic nucleus is the positively electrified part of the atom.

Regardless of its relatively small size, compared to the atom, it is
concentrated almost the whole mass of the atom. The nucleus of the atoms
consists of two types of particles - protons and neutrons, called total nucleons
or nucleons.

The number of protons is denoted as Z , And the number of neutrons
with N. Therefore, the atomic mass AM will be equal to the sum of the
masses of the protons and the masses of neutrons that make up the
nucleus, hence It is equal to the total mass of the nucleons

Proton is a particle whose mass is approximately equal to the mass of a
hydrogen atom. It has a positive charge that is denoted as (+1). The proton is
indicated by the symbol p or p+ .

The neutron is a material particle whose mass is also equal to the mass of
the hydrogen atom (or proton). It does not carry an electric charge, it is
electro neutral, and is denoted by the symbol n .

AM = Z.mp+ +  N.mn

The sum Z  +  N  =  А, is called mass number.



Z is an important individual feature of each chemical element. It is also 
called a sequential number or atomic number because it matches the 
sequence number of the element in the periodic system.

For example:
N (nitrogen)         has 7 p+ and respectively Z = 7
О (oxygen) “   8 p+   “         Z =  8
Na (sodium)     “ 11 p+    “ Z = 11 

and so on. 

Generally (especially for lighter elements) Z = N, so if the sequence
number of element Z and mass number A is known, the number of
neutrons N can be determined. For heavier chemical elements the
number of neutrons is greater than the number of protons.

ATOMIC NUCLEOUS



Atomic Number (Z)

 This refers to how many protons an atom of 
that element has.

 No two elements, have the same number of 
protons.

Bohr Model of Hydrogen 
Atom

Wave Model



Atomic Mass (A)
 Atomic Mass refers to the “weight” of the

atom.
 It is derived at by adding the number of

protons with the number of neutrons.

This is a helium atom. Its atomic mass is 4 (protons plus neutrons).

What is its atomic number?



Atomic Mass and Isotopes
 While most atoms have

the same number of
protons and neutrons,
some don’t.

 Some atoms have more
or less neutrons than
protons. These are
called isotopes.

 An atomic mass number
with a decimal is the
total of the number of
protons plus the
average number of
neutrons.







ATOMIC NUMBER (Z) = number of protons in nucleus

MASS  NUMBER (A) = number of protons + number of neutrons 

=  atomic number (Z) + number of neutrons

ISOTOPS are atoms of the same element (X) with different numbers of 
neutrons in the nucleus

XA
Z

H1
1 H (D)2

1 H (T)3
1

U235
92 U238

92

Mass Number
Atomic Number Element Symbol



Atomic structure

 Atomic number
 Atomic mass

 Number of electrons
 Electron energy levels
 # valence electrons

 Number of protons
 Number of protons + 

number of neutrons
 (isotopes vary in # 

neutrons)

 Equal to # of protons
 Row on periodic table
 Group # (1-8) 
 (active bonding 

electrons)



Electrons
 Negatively charged particles
 Found outside the nucleus of the atom, in 

the electron orbits/levels; each 
orbit/level can hold a maximum number of 
electrons ( 1st = 2, 2nd = 8, 3rd = 8 or 18, 
etc…)

 Move so rapidly around the nucleus that 
they create an electron cloud

 Mass is insignificant when compared to 
protons and neutrons

 Equal to the number of protons
 Involved in the formation of chemical 

bonds
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Atomic Line Spectra
 Bohr’s greatest contribution to

science was in building a simple
model of the atom.

 It was based on understanding
the SHARP LINE SPECTRA
of excited atoms.

Niels Bohr (1885-1962)
(Nobel Prize, 1922)

 Excited atoms emit light of only certain
wavelengths

 The wavelengths of emitted light depend
on the element.



Atomic Spectra and Bohr Model

2. But a charged particle moving  in an electric 
field should emit energy. 

+
Electron
orbit

One view of atomic structure in early 20th century was that an 
electron (e-) traveled about the nucleus in an orbit.

1. Classically any orbit should be possible and
so is any energy.

End result should be destruction!



Energy of state = - C/n2 where 
C is a CONSTANT
n = QUANTUM NUMBER,   n = 1, 2, 3, 4, ....

 Bohr said classical view is wrong.
 Need a new theory — now called QUANTUM or

WAVE MECHANICS.
 e- can only exist in certain discrete orbits

— called stationary states.
 e- is restricted to QUANTIZED energy states.

Atomic Spectra and Bohr Model



 Only orbits where n = integral number are 
permitted.

Energy of quantized state = - C/n2

• Radius of allowed orbitals 
=   n2 x (0.0529 nm)

• Results can be used to 
explain atomic spectra.

Atomic Spectra and Bohr Model



Quantum or Wave Mechanics

 Light has both wave & particle 
properties

 de Broglie (1924) proposed that all 
moving objects have wave properties. 

 For light: E = hn = hc / l
 For particles:  E = mc2 (Einstein)

L. de Broglie
(1892-1987)

l for particles is called  the de Broglie wavelength 

Therefore,   mc = h / l

and for particles
(mass)x(velocity) = h / l



I.  Waves and Particles
 De Broglie’s Hypothesis
Particles have wave characteristics
Waves have particle characteristics
λ = h/mn

 Wave-Particle Duality of Nature
 Waves properties are significant at 

small momentum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Louis de Broglie wondered if the converse was true — could particles exhibit the properties of waves? • de Broglie proposed that a particle such as an electron could be described by a wave whose wavelength is given by  =  h  , m  where h is Planck’s constant, m is the mass of the particle, and  is the velocity of the particle.  



Electrons as Waves
 Louis de Broglie (1924)

Applied wave-particle theory to electrons
electrons exhibit wave properties

QUANTIZED WAVELENGTHS

Adapted from work by  Christy Johannesson www.nisd.net/communicationsarts/pages/chem
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~1924

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• de Broglie proposal was confirmed by Davisson and Germer, who showed that beams of electrons, regarded as particles, were diffracted by a sodium chloride crystal in the same manner as X-rays, which were regarded as waves.• de Broglie also investigated why only certain orbits were allowed in Bohr’s model of the hydrogen atom.• de Broglie hypothesized that the electron behaves like a standing wave, a wave that does not travel in space. •  de Broglie stated that Bohr’s allowed orbits could be understood if the electron behaved like a standing circular wave.  The standing wave could exist only if the circumference of the circle was an integral multiple of the wavelength causing constructive interference. Otherwise, the wave would be out of phase with itself on successive orbits and would cancel out, causing destructive interference.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_de_Broglie


Bohr’s theory was a great accomplishment and
radically changed our view of matter.

But problems existed with Bohr theory —
theory only successful for the H atom.
 introduced quantum idea artificially.

 So, we go on to QUANTUM or WAVE
MECHANICS

From Bohr model to Quantum 
mechanics



Quantum Mechanics
 Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle
Impossible to know both the velocity and 

position of an electron at the same time

Microscope

Electron

γ

Werner Heisenberg
~1926

(Δx) [Δ(mν)]  ≥ h
4π

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Werner Heisenberg (1901 - 1976)  The uncertainty principle:  a free electron moves into the focus of a hypothetical microscope and is struck by a photon of light; the photon transfers momentum to the electron.  The reflected photon is seen in the microscope, but the electron has moved out of focus.  The electron is not where it appears to be. A wave is a disturbance that travels in space and has no fixed position. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle states that the uncertainty in the position of a particle (Δx) multiplied by the uncertainty in its momentum [Δ(m)] is greater than or equal to Planck’s constant divided by 4: •   It is impossible to describe precisely both the location and the speed of particles that exhibit wavelike behavior.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Werner_Heisenberg


Uncertainty Principle

Problem of defining nature of
electrons in atoms solved by W.
Heisenberg.

Cannot simultaneously define the
position and momentum (= m•v) of an
electron.

∆x. ∆p = h
At best we can describe the position

and velocity of an electron by a
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION,

which is given by Ψ2

W. Heisenberg
1901-1976



Wavefunctions

Ψ2 is proportional to the probability of finding 
an e- at a given point.



Schrodinger applied the idea of
e-behaving as a wave to the problem
of electrons in atoms.

Solution to WAVE EQUATION
gives set of mathematical
expressions called

WAVE FUNCTIONS, Ψ
Each describes an allowed energy

state of an e-
Quantization introduced naturally.

E. Schrodinger
1887-1961

Quantum or Wave Mechanics
II. The electron as a wave

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erwin Schrödinger (1887 – 1926) won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1933.In 1926, Erwin Schrödinger developed wave mechanics, a mathematical technique to describe the relationship between the motion of a particle that exhibits wavelike properties (such as an electron) and its allowed energies.



Quantum Mechanics

( ) σ3/2 Z
π

1
1s 0

−= eΨ a

 Schrödinger Wave Equation (1926)

finite # of solutions ⇒ quantized energy 
levels

defines probability of finding an electron

Courtesy Christy Johannesson www.nisd.net/communicationsarts/pages/chem

Erwin Schrödinger
~1926

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schrödinger developed the theory of quantum mechanics, which describes the energies and spatial distributions of electrons in atoms and molecules.Wave function — a mathematical function that relates the location of an electron at a given point in space (identified by x, y, z coordinates) to the amplitude of its wave, which  corresponds to its energy, each wave function  is associated with a particular energy E.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erwin_Schr%C3%B6dinger


WAVE FUNCTIONS, Ψ
 Ψ is a function of distance and two angles.
 For 1 electron, Ψ corresponds to an

ORBITAL — the region of space within
which an electron is found.

 Ψ does NOT describe the exact location of
the electron.

 Ψ2 is proportional to the probability of
finding an e- at a given point.



Quantum Mechanics
 Orbital (“electron cloud”)
Region in space where there is 90% 

probability of finding an electron

Courtesy Christy Johannesson www.nisd.net/communicationsarts/pages/chem
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All the electrons are considered the same. In a multi-electron
system, however, whatever the atom of each electron corresponds to
a particular electron cloud. Therefore, each electron is characterized
by its energy and an electronic cloud of certain shape, dimensions,
spatial orientation, and distribution of the electronic density in it.
These parameters determine the state of the electron in the
electron shell of the atom.
The task of determining the state of the electrons in the electronic
layer has been mathematically determined originally for the H atom
using the Schrodinger equation. It turns out that this is a very
difficult and not always solvable task. Moreover, the mathematical
appearance of this equation is that it has countless solutions.
However, only those that have a real physical meaning, consistent
with the wave properties of the electron, must be selected.
As a result of these limitations, only certain energy values E and
corresponding values for the wave function, i.e. For the distribution
of electronic density. These solutions of the equation bear the name
of their own values of E, respectively - their own wave function.



Orbital Quantum Numbers

Thus arranging the electrons in shells and subshells of
ORBITALS, where

n → shell
l → subshell
ml → designates an orbital within a subshell

Obtaining this set of own values that results from observing the
boundary conditions of the wave function is associated with the input
of three quantum numbers:

major - n, angular - l and magnetic - m .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schrödinger used three quantum numbers  (n, l, and ml) to specify any wave functions.         •  Quantum numbers provide information about the spatial distribution of the electron.



Quantum Numbers

ml (magnetic) -l..0..+l Orbital orientation
in space

l (angular) 0, 1, 2, .. n-1 Orbital shape or
type (subshell)

n (major) 1, 2, 3, .. Orbital size and
energy  = -R(1/n2)

Total # of orbitals in lth subshell = 2 l + 1

Symbol Values Description



Quantum Numbers
1. Principal Quantum Number ( n )

Energy level

Size of the orbital

n2 = # of orbitals in 
the energy level

1s

2s

3s



Major quantum number - n: Takes values of integers
from 1, 2, 3 ... to ∞ . It is related to the E of the electron
and the dimensions of the electronic cloud. The larger the
E, the greater the n. In the same order, the dimensions of
the electronic clouds also grow:

1s 2s 3s

x x x

y y y

z z z



s p
d f

2. Angular Momentum Quantum # ( l )
Energy sublevel
Shape of the orbital

Quantum Numbers



The azimuthal quantum number
Second quantum number l is called the azimuthal quantum number

– Value of l describes the shape of the region of space
occupied by the electron

– Allowed values of l depend on the value of n and can range
from 0 to n – 1

– All wave functions that have the same value of both n and l
form a subshell

– Regions of space occupied by electrons in the same subshell
have the same shape but are oriented differently in space



Angular quantum number - l: Takes values of integers from 0 to (n-
1). With the exception of the H-atom, the orbital number l increases
with an increase in the energy of the individual states. Above all,
however, it takes into account the differences in the shape of
electronic clouds. At l = 0, the electronic clouds are spherical and are
called s-clouds; At l = 1 the shape is a spatial eight and the cloud is a
p-shell; At l = 2 - respectively spatial four-leaf clover and respectively
d-cloud; L = 3 - f - clouds with more complex shape, etc.

l =           0         1 2              3

designation      s         p       d f

For example:          1s – defines n = 1 l = 0
2p         “        n = 2  l = 1
4f          “       n = 4  l = 3 etc.



3. Magnetic Quantum Number ( ml )
Orientation of orbital
Specifies the exact orbital within each 

sublevel

Quantum Numbers



The magnetic quantum number

Third quantum is ml, the magnetic quantum number

– Value of ml describes the orientation of the region in space occupied
by the electrons with respect to an applied magnetic field

– Allowed values of ml depend on the value of l

– ml can range from –l to l in integral steps
ml = −l, -l + l, . . . 0 . . ., l – 1, l

– Each wave function with an allowed combination of n, l, and ml values
describes an atomic orbital, a particular spatial distribution for an
electron

– For a given set of quantum numbers, each principal shell contains a
fixed number of subshells, and each subshell contains a fixed
number of orbitals



The same applies to d-electronic clouds corresponding to l = 2 and m = −2,
−1, 0, +1, +2 , respectively. There are 5 orientations in space, and there is
also a difference in shape:

px(m = ± 1) py(m = ± 1) pz(m = 0)

x x x

y y y

z z z

dz (m=0) dxz(m=±1) dyz(m=±1) dxy(m=±2) dx2 - y2   (m=±2)

x

yy

x

y

z z z

x y

Magnetic quantum number - m: adopts values of l (respectively of n) from −l
to +l, including 0, i.e. (2l + 1)-values. It is not related to the energy of the
electron, but takes into account the shape and orientation of the electronic
clouds in space. For example, the p-cloud can have three orientations in space,
since the p-cloud value of l = 1 and m having three values of −1, 0, +1
respectively:



4. Spin Quantum Number ( ms )
Electron spin ⇒ +½ or -½
An orbital can hold 2 electrons that spin in 

opposite directions.

Quantum Numbers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Analyzing the emission and absorption spectra of the elements, it was found that for elements having more than one electron, nearly all the lines in the spectra were pairs of very closely spaced lines.Each line represents an energy level available to electrons in the atom so there are twice as many energy levels available than predicted by the quantum numbers n, l, and ml.Applying a magnetic field causes the lines in the pairs to split apart.Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit proposed that the splittings were caused by an electron spinning about its axis.



Electron Spin:  The Fourth Quantum 
Number

 When an electrically charged object spins, it produces a magnetic
moment parallel to the axis of rotation and behaves like a magnet.

 A magnetic moment is called electron spin.

 An electron has two possible orientations in an external magnetic
field, which are described by a fourth quantum number ms.

 For any electron, ms can have only two possible values, designated +
(up) and – (down), indicating that the two orientations are opposite
and the subscript s is for spin.

 An electron behaves like a magnet that has one of two possible
orientations, aligned either with the magnetic field or against it.



Spin Quantum Number, ms
North South

The electron behaves as if it were spinning about an axis through its center.
This electron spin generates a magnetic field, the direction of which depends
on the direction of the spin.  

- -
S

N

Electron aligned with 
magnetic field,

ms = + ½

Electron aligned against 
magnetic field,

ms = - ½



Shapes of s, p, and d-Orbitals

s orbital

p orbitals

d orbitals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
s Orbitals  – Orbitals with l = 0 are s orbitals and are spherically symmetrical, with the greatest probability of finding the electron occurring at the nucleus. – All orbitals with values of n > 1 and  l  0 contain one or more nodes. – Three things happen to s orbitals as n increases: 1. they become larger, extending farther from the nucleus; 2. they contain more nodes; 3. for a given atom, the s orbitals become higher in energy as n increases due to the increased distance from the nucleus•   p orbitals   –  Orbitals with l = 1 are p orbitals and contain a nodal plane that includes the nucleus, giving rise to a “dumbbell shape.”  – The size and complexity of the p orbitals for any atom increase as the principal quantum number n increases.•  d orbitals   – Orbitals with l = 2 are d orbitals and have more complex shapes with at least two nodal surfaces.•  f orbitals  – Orbitals with l = 3 are f orbitals, and each f orbital has three nodal surfaces, so their shapes are complex.



Principal Energy Levels 1 and 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that p-orbital(s) have more energy than an s-orbital.



Filling Rules for Electron 
Orbitals

Aufbau Principle:  Electrons are added one at a time to the lowest 
energy orbitals available until all the electrons of the atom 
have been accounted for.

Pauli Exclusion Principle:  An orbital can hold a maximum of two electrons.
To occupy the same orbital, two electrons must spin in opposite 
directions.

Hund’s Rule:  Electrons occupy equal-energy orbitals so that a maximum 
number of unpaired electrons results.

*Aufbau is German for “building up”



Maximum Number of Electrons In Each SublevelMaximum Number of Electrons 
In Each Sublevel

Maximum Number
Sublevel Number of Orbitals of Electrons

s 1 2

p 3 6

d 5 10

f 7 14



General Rules
Aufbau Principle
Electrons fill the 

lowest energy 
orbitals first.

“Lazy Tenant 
Rule”

2s
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RIGHTWRONG

General Rules
 Hund’s Rule
Within a sublevel, place one electron 

per orbital before pairing them.
“Empty Bus Seat Rule”



General Rules
 Pauli Exclusion Principle
Each orbital can hold TWO electrons with 

opposite spins.

Wolfgang Pauli



Writing Atomic Electron 
Configurations

11s
value of n

value of l

no. of
electrons

spdf notation
for H, atomic number = 1

Two ways of writing
configs.

One is called the
spdf notation.



Writing Atomic Electron 
Configurations

Two ways of
writing configs.

Other is called
the orbital box
notation.

Arrows
depict
electron
spin

ORBITAL BOX NOTATION
for He, atomic number = 2

1s

21 s

One electron has n = 1, l = 0, ml = 0, ms = + 1/2
Other electron has n = 1, l = 0, ml = 0, ms = - 1/2
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